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-_:-ABSTRACT

The author discusses the processes of public
relations and promotion as they relate specifically to university
summer programs for high school students. He bases his conclusions on
is == experience with == the Northwestern Universit mmer =Speech
nstitute. Institute promotion activities into three areas: (1)
irect advertising, t rou ications a correspondence, to
otential institute students an those who now of eir work; (2)
evelopment of a community awareness of the institute and its goals;

and (3) development of a strong feeling for the institute within the
co lege or university community. The author outlines in detail the
procedures fo owe o implement each of these goals. (Author/RN
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At the outset I should state that my deepening concern with Institute

promotion over the past three years was completely unanticipated when- I
c_N1

N. assumed the directorship almost three years ago. In a relatively short

CM time I have come to believe that it is one of the more crucial aspects

of institute administration.

In general, I take "promotion" to mean, simply, the stirring up of

interest in an enterprise or= an idea. In connection with Summer Speech

advertising to potential institute students and the people who know their

publications and correspondence; developing a community

awareness of what the institute is and what it does.2 and strengthening

a feeling for the Institute and its _ =objyective_s within the university or

o =not propose that =any amount or kind of promotional activity in

itself, can raake for- effective- --da maintain , however_, that

certain--promotional practices--can lead- to an -enhancement of _the student's

institute experience in two areas-: quality -and---diversity of the student

body and accomodation- of _students in Academic--andz supporting_faciIities-



-2-

once they arrive. I believe that it is easy to underestimate the impact

of these two factors.

Ndrthwestern's perennial feedback= from its institute students puts

these items near the top of the list. Next to increased competence. and

awareness of a particular= discipline, which is= ostensibly why they come,

students find great personal value in residing and learning in the presence

of a diverse fellowshipgeographical, racially and economically. In

order to maintain and increase this diversity without diluting quality

aggressive promotion outside the-university is becoming more necessary.

The- problem is greatest for the self-supporting institute, such as Nor

western' lc -=must=__ ost a equate _n aying students 4..

er to_ rovi e those n -nee

An a oSt equally hi riority of ormer students is =the= quality

recreational

the like. When reaction

to such acconmiodatiorLis negative, promotion within the university, or

Northwestern's school institute, 73: its forty-third year,

admits approximately 250 speech students who have completed their= sophomore

or junior years. The students come from 30 to 35 states to participate in

a five-week in-residence program in forensics, ma, conununicative

sciences and disorders, or radio=televisionfilm. The -programs are

planned==and advertised as advanced or accelerated work. I would like to

discuss different promotional practices we have eraployed and are initiating

this year-, to deal with the =problems outlined above



First, in the area of direct advertising and correspondence, more

emphasis has been placed in expanding our-pool -of potential applicants.

Although attractive layout and engaging copy have an important place, it

our feeling that too many thousands of potential students have never

heard of any institute, let alone weighed the decision wheiher.to

This limitation is traceable in part to a previous reliance on too

general a flyer describing not= only the speech-institute but those in

journalism, engineering science, education and-music as well. Because

of the comprehensive nature,- such a flyer is sent to a principal or

mailed to a

rely on these regional or national pockets of support from high school

students to us, or vice versa, if they so= desire. cores of- former students



do this anyway. Our- hope is that more will do so if we take the initiative

in indicating that .e have respect for their opinion in these matters.

A similar program has worked well regarding college freshmen at North-

western.

Appropriate advertising will be placed in periodicals including

Dramatics The Speech Teacher, Media and Methods, and several high school

newspapers. Finally, a direct mailing will- be made to a selected number

of high school juniors whose names will be provided through the university

admissions office by the Educational Testing-Service. We are told that

Two, that this years undertaking will be comp aratively expansive. Our

feeling is that the additional cost this year will, in al elihood $

not be repeated By ceding our own =address= = differently__in = different -

pieces of promotion, an

:ridings.



In 1970 Teen magazine did' a feature on Northwestern's entire institute.
Frankly, I was dubious about what sort of image-would be portrayed. And

true, when the article was published, it did seem slightly obsessed with

darkly handsome boys and vivacious, outspoken girls, but major focus was

on young people striving for excellence. That was the peg. It made a
good story and it was an=accurate 'reflection of one aspect of institute
life.

The lesson is clear. O n either a national or local. basis, media are

not particularly interested in the fact: that many-hi school students

e == interested= in =s=tun

news__--management,-_ -or an institute s= emphasis _con-__envirortinenta- engineering,
e current_debate--t- -c- an _ears:_--o --are

e general press release= describ n ects o institute life

= thatod SU sequebt covers s most o n_t he two

e nstitute, and several students were_ nvited to appear in a discussion

nother fairlyl-helpful technique s to send announcements o nstitute



reside in the same area. In that case, all names should be included in

a single 7:elease. Not all of them will be printed but those that are

add slightly to a community's awareness.

In the institute's awn region such coverage, over the long term,

*heightens the community's accommodation of the students. And in a

pragmatic sense, all such coverage-contributes to the advertising effort.

Cultivating university support for summer institutes, the third

I refer, ideally, to
the enthusiastic acceptance of institute students

ess measures are to

ically because o

strust:ari ----sil

_______ -_-_-- ___
recreational facilities_, or particularly __desitable__claSSroom- allo-cAtiont3--

n_,--s_ott, a-less--reffeCtive==program._: -;smoments-__-Of :exasperation _one_sCan--

begin to believe that educational faci-litieS exist in order to be _clean and



seriously throughout the preparation of each summer's program. It is a

sense of their own direct participation with something at stake in the

institute which tends to create an administrative team.

Their services can be invaluable, not merely to fill pragmatic--needs,

but also fn the generation of new ideas. Several recent directions in

promotion, in fact, have grown out of discussions with personnel associated

with iniversity relations, the library, admissions office, camp-us security,

and housing.

These, then, are the three areas of promotion I believe to be important.

erences to specific measures doubtless institute administrators

ination before. T


